
 

social innovation 
 

Whether it is marijuana, opioid, mental health, or community safety, in 
essence, it is a spiritual issue. It involves not only politics but also ethics 
and religion. 
  
To solve these problems, we cannot simply ask to go back to the past, nor 
can we ignore ethic issue . We must consider both the progress and 
principle,  western value and eastern method,  and respect multiculturalism. 
  
Religion has a unique role in solving these social issues, and it is necessary 
to strengthen the function of religion. 
  
For this reason, I propose the following solutions to marijuana, drugs, 
mental health and community safety issues: 
  
First, urge the federal government to setup a special religious visa which is 
different from the skilled worker immigrant category. Let great masters, 
gurus, prominent priest, ministers, and other  notable religious leaders can 
easily immigrate to Canada, let these spiritual treasures transform and 
purify this society. 
  
Second, support the existing religious institutions, children's certain 
volunteer activities in religious practices can be counted to school volunteer 
hours. 
  
Third, encourage the secular practice of religious study, and establish a 

good relationship between religious group and government， let religious 
groups get more involved in social activities. 
  
Fourth, improve police's efficiency and service level,  increase the detection 
rate. 
  
Fifth,  help new immigrants understand Canada's legal system and 
strengthen self-protection. 
  



Sixth, Follow the principle of edification to solve social problems.  

 

marijuana policy 
 

There was a story in ancient china about three moves by Mencius' mother. 
Therefore, we should let children to stay away from the environment of 
marijuana. 
  
The sale of cannabis food needs to be banned in order to protect children. 
Farmland is not allowed to grow marijuana, which is the respect for the 
community. 
  
Planting marijuana at home is allowed, if you're a tenant, then planting 
must be approved by the landlord. If the dwelling is in an apartment, the 
building management can make their own policies.  
  
If you only smoke marijuana, you must plant at least four flowers in the 
yard. If you plant four cannabis in your home, you must plant eight flowers 
in the yard. These flowers can make the community more beautiful, and 
planting flowers is also a compromise and respect for others. 
  
Neighbours have the right to complain about marijuana odour, the basic 
principle of using marijuana is not to disturb other people's life.   
  
On the other hand, the key of marijuana issue is education. If you cannot 
ban in the past, how can you ban after legalization? so simple ban will not 
be working, we must strengthen the tools of education,  let schools, 
churches, and monasteries play the key role. 
 


